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CHAPTER 1 

 

duel  

: A duel is a formal fight between two people in which they use guns or swords in 

order to settle a quarrel. 

: 결투 

Ex. In which there is both a fight and a duel. 

bulge 

: If someone's eyes or veins are bulging, they seem to stick out a lot, often 

because the person is making a strong physical effort or is experiencing a strong 

emotion. 

: 부풀다 

Ex. His eyes bulged. 

pant 

: If you pant, you breathe quickly and loudly with your mouth open, because you 

have been doing something energetic. 

: 숨차다, 헐떡거리다 

Ex. She finished the race panting heavily. 

disapproval 

: If you feel or show disapproval of something or someone, you feel or show that 

you do not approve of them.  

: 불만 

Ex. disapproval of his methods 

stiff 

: 딱딱한 

Ex. The speech he made to welcome them was stiff and formal. 

weird 

: If you describe something or someone as weird, you mean that they are strange.  

: 수상한 

Ex. She's a really weird girl. 

plumbing 

: Plumbing is the work of connecting and repairing things such as water and 

drainage pipes, baths, and toilets. 

: 배관 공사 

Ex. She learned the rudiments of brick-laying, wiring and plumbing. 

jittery 

: If someone is jittery, they feel nervous or are behaving nervously. 

: 신경 과민의 

Ex. International investors have become jittery about the country's economy. 

 

rapier 

: A rapier is a very thin sword with a long sharp point.  

: 찌르기를 주로 한 결투용의 가볍고 가느다란 칼의 일종  

 

grunt 

: If you grunt, you make a low sound, especially because you are annoyed or not 

interested in something. 

: 투덜투덜 불평하다, 푸념하다 

Ex. His only answer was a grunt. 

noncommittal 

: You can describe someone as noncommittal when they deliberately do not 

express their opinion or intentions clearly. 

: 어물쩍거리는, 확실한 의견을 주지 않는  

Ex. He did not commit himself. or He was noncommittal. 

groan 

: If you groan about something, you complain about it. 

: 불평하다 

Ex. His parents were beginning to groan about the price of college tuition. 
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crater 

: A crater is a very large hole in the ground, which has been caused by something 

hitting it or by an explosion.  

: 분화구 

Ex. The airplane gouged a three-foot-deep crater in the road when it landed. 

quarry 

: A quarry is an area that is dug out from a piece of land or the side of a mountain 

in order to get stone or minerals.  

: 채석장 

Ex. the site of a disused quarry 

bleacher 

: 외야석 

Ex. The batter drove the ball into the bleachers 

smattering 

: A smattering of something is a very small amount of it.  

: 드문드문함. 

Ex. He only has a smattering of French. 

piste 

: 펜싱) 피스트 - 경기하는 바닥면 

fiddling 

: You can describe something as fiddling if it is small, unimportant, or difficult to do.  

: 하찮은, 사소한 

Ex. the daunting amount of fiddling technical detail. 

squat 

: If you squat, you lower yourself towards the ground, balancing on your feet with 

your legs bent.  

: 웅크리다 

Ex. We squatted beside the pool and watched the diver sink slowly down. 

 

bout 

: A bout is a boxing or wrestling match. 

: 시합 

Ex. This will be his eighth title bout in 19 months. 

foil 

: 연습용 펜싱검 

pretzel 

: A pretzel is a small, crisp, shiny biscuit, which has salt on the outside. Pretzels are 

usually shaped like knots or sticks.  

: 일종의 비스킷 (프레첼) 

Ex. The child is picking up a pretzel. 

sword 

: A sword is a weapon with a handle and a long sharp blade.  

: 검 

Ex. to draw/sheathe a sword 

parry 

: If you parry a blow from someone who is attacking you, you push aside their arm 

or weapon so that you are not hurt. 

: 슬쩍피하다 

Ex. I parried, and that's when my sword broke. 

grin 

: When you grin, you smile broadly.  

: 씩 웃다, 싱글거리다 

Ex. She grinned amiably at us. 

craning 

: 목을 쑥 빼다 

Ex. Everybody is craning to see the bride 

riposte 

: You can refer to an action as a riposte to something when it is a response to that 

thing. 

: 되찌르기 

Ex. The operation is being seen as a swift riposte to the killing of a senior army 

commander. 
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salute 

: If you salute someone, you greet them or show your respect with a formal sign. 

Soldiers usually salute officers by raising their right hand so that their fingers touch 

their forehead. 

: 인사하다, 경례하다 

Ex. The players saluted the fans before leaving the field. 

slit 

: If you slit something, you make a long narrow cut in it. 

: 길게 째지다 

Ex. He slit open the envelope and took out the letter.  

scowl 

: When someone scowls, an angry or hostile expression appears on their face.  

: 매섭게 쏘아보다 

Ex. He looked up at me with a scowl.  

dunno 

= don't know 

furtive 

: If you describe someone's behaviour as furtive, you disapprove of them behaving 

as if they want to keep something secret or hidden.  

: 교활한, 수상한 

Ex. He looked sly and furtive.  

rummage 

: If you rummage through something, you search for something you want by moving 

things around in a careless or hurried way.  

: 샅샅히 뒤지다 

Ex. I rummaged through the contents of the box until I found the book I wanted.  

fumble 

: When you are trying to say something, if you fumble for the right words, you speak 

in a clumsy and unclear way. 

: 말을 더듬다 

Ex. During the interview, she fumbled helplessly for words.  

 

CHAPTER 2 

 

Chapter 2 

 

clang 

:to make a loud ringing sound like that of metal being hit. 

:뗑그렁(철커덩) 울리다 

Ex. A wind-bell is clanging in the wind. 

confront 

:If you confront someone, you stand or sit in front of them. 

:정면으로 부딪치다.(마주치다) 

Ex. This was the first time he had confronted an armed robber. 

grimace 

:If you grimace,you twist your face in an ugly way 

because you are annoyed,disgusted,or in pain. 

:얼굴을 찡그리다. 

Ex. He grimace at the bitter taste.(bitter 쓴,지독한) 

stalk 

:to move slowly and quietly towards an animal or a person,in order to kill, 

catch or harm it or them. 

:몰래 접근하다. 

Ex. The lion was stalking a zebra. 

smirk 

:to smile in a silly or unpleasant way that shows that you are pleased with  

yourself,know sth that other people do not know 

:능글능글 웃다. 

Ex. It was hard not to smirk. 

clench 

:when you clench your hands,teeth,etc,,or when they lench,you prss or 

queeze them together tightly. 

:주먹을 꼭 쥐다. 

Ex. He clenched is fists in frustration. 

fist 

:a hand when it is tightly closed with th fingers bent into the palm.(palm 손바닥) 
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:주먹 

Ex. Give us your fist. 

slam 

:to shut, or to make sth shut, with a lot of force, making a loud noise. 

:(문 등을)쾅 닫다. 

Ex. I heard the door slam behind him. 

sneer 

:an unpleasant look, smile or comment that shows you do not respect sth. 

:비웃음 

Ex. A faint sneer of satisfaction crossed her face. 

messy 

:dirty and untidy. 

:어질러진, 흐트러진 

Ex. It's a little messy. 

harsh 

:Harsh voices and sounds are ones that are rough and unpleasant to listen to. 

:귀에 거슬리는,거친 

Ex. It's a pity she has such a loud harsh voice. 

impersonate 

:If someone impersonates a person,they pretend to be that person. 

:~인 체하다. 흉내내다. 

Ex. He does a pretty good job of impersonting Chaplin. 

peer 

:If you peer at something, you look at it very hard, 

usually because it is difficult to see clearly. 

:유심히 보다. 

Ex. We peered into the shadows. 

gingerly 

:in a careful way,because you are afraid of being hurt,of making a nosie. 

:몹시 조심스럽게, 주의깊게 

Ex. Use it gingerly because a little goes a long way. 

churn 

:if your stomach churns or if sth churns your stomach, you feel a strong, 

unpleasant feeling of worry,disgust or fear. 

:속이 뒤틀리다. 

Ex. My stomach churned as the names were read out. 

quarry 

:A quarry is an area that is dug out from a piece of land  

or the side of a mountain in order to get stone or minerals. 

:돌산,채석장 

Ex. The hills are scarred by quarries. 

dwarf 

:(in stories)a creature like a small man,who has magic powers and  

who is usually described as living and working under the ground . 

:난쟁이 

Ex. Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs 

deny 

:when you deny something,you state that it is not true. 

:부인(부정)하다. 

Ex. They all denied ever having seen her. 

choke 

:to be unable to speak normally especially because of strong emotion. 

:(감정에 겨워 목이나 목소리가)메다.잠기다. 

Ex. His voice was choking with rage. 

dazedly 

:If someone is in a daze,they are feeling confused and unable 

to think clearly,often because they have had a shock or surprise. 

:멍하니 

Ex. Peter walks dazedly out the door. 

hollow 

:having a hole or empty space inside 

:속이 빈 

Ex. The tree trunk was hollow inside. 

 

 

CHAPTER 3 
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hallway 

: 복도 

: Something like in school 

Ex. I walked the hallway 

certain 

: 확실한 

: really right thing 

Ex. It's certain that you are girl. 

grabbed 

: 잡다 

: get 

Ex. I grabbed her bagpack. 

clambered 

: 기어오르다 

: Hard thing. 

Ex. I clambered the mountain with Sophia. 

pile 

: 더미 

: Mess of 

Ex. That's trash pile. 

granite 

: 화강암 

: A rock. 

Ex. I saw a granite last year. 

shrugged 

: 으쓱하다 

: like raising shoulders. 

Ex. I shrugged my shoulders. 

cylinder 

: 원기둥 

: round thing 

Ex. That's Jenny's cylinder! 

yelp 

: 비명을 지르다 

: screamed 

Ex. I yelped, because I saw Shrek. 

 

CHAPTER 4 

tumble 

: to fall or roll end over end 

: 구르다, 뒹굴다 

Ex. The car tumbles off the road onto a soft shoulder. 

foothold 

: a place providing support for the foot in climbing or standing 

: 발 딛는 곳, 발판 

Ex. It was difficult to maintain a secure foothold on the ice. 

fungi 

: the taxonomic kingdom including yeast, molds, smuts, mushrooms, and 

toadstools. 

: <fungus의 복수형> 균류 

Ex. edible fungi 식용 버섯. 

  
illuminate 

: to provide or brighten with light 

: 밝게 비추다 

Ex. The earth is illuminated by the sun. 

drab 
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: of a dull grayish to yellowish brown 

: 충충한 회색의, 담황색의 

Ex. The city, drab and dour by day, is transformed at night. 

bracelet 

: an ornamental band or chain encircling the wrist or arm 

: 팔찌 

Ex. She clasped the bracelet around her wrist. 

craft 

: to make by hand 

: 정성들여 만들다 

Ex. The artisan crafted a complicated tool. 

serpent 

: limbless scaly elongate reptile 

: 큰 뱀 

Ex. At last it bites like a serpent, and stings like an adder. 

 
intricate 

: having many complexly arranged elements 

: 뒤얽힌, 복잡한 

Ex. It shows an intricate network of loyalties and relationships. 

slither 

: to glide or slide like a reptile 

: 주르르 미끄러지다 

Ex. The snake slithered away as we approached. 

tress 

: a hairdo formed by braiding or twisting the hair 

: 땋은 머리 

Ex. Long tresses of hair spill around her shoulder. 

 
craftspeople 

: people who practice a craft 

: 직인, 공인 

Ex. They are not chain stores, but individual craftspeople. 

confiscate 

: to seize or take away 

: ~을 압수하다 

Ex. The teacher threatened to confiscate their phones if they kept using them in 

class. 

carve 

: to decorate by cutting and shaping carefully 

: 새기다, 조각하다 

Ex. The artists carve funny characters like animals and faces from the huge blocks 

of snow. 

raw 

: having subcutaneous tissue exposed 

: (상처 따위가) 얼얼한 

Ex. There were raw patches on her feet where the shoes had rubbed. 

Phosphorescence 

: persistent emission of light following exposure to and removal of incident radiation 

: 인광, 푸른 빛 

Ex. Water that’s a transparent blue by day and a phosphorescent purple at night. 

stalactite 

: an icicle-shaped mineral deposit, usually calcite or aragonite, hanging from the 

roof of a cavern, formed from the dripping of mineral-rich water 

: 종유석 
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Ex. We entered a cathedral-like chamber, studded with 6m stalagmites and 

stalactites. 

icicle 

: a tapering spike of ice formed by the freezing of dripping or falling water 

: 고드름 

Ex. The skin hung from them like long icicles. 

 
grotto 

: a small cave or cavern 

: 동굴 

Ex. There are grottos in the cliff where guests can dine. 

rank 

: very offensive in smell or taste 

: 악취가 나는 

Ex. The house was full of the rank smell of urine. 

contain 

: lessen the intensity of temper 

: (감정)을 억누르다, 억제하다 

Ex. She was unable to contain her excitement. 

erratic 

: deviating from the customary course in conduct or opinion 

: 별난, 괴상한 

Ex. She had learnt to live with his sudden changes of mood and erratic behavior. 

stink 

: a strong offensive odor 

: 고약한 냄새, 악취 

Ex. The air was heavy with the stink of damp and foulness. 

chamber 

: a room in a house 

: 방, 사실 

Ex. The members left the council chamber. 

malachite 

: a bright green mineral, found in veins and in association with copper deposits. 

: 공작석 

Ex. Gold and silver are associated with malachite and chrysocolla in an iron oxide 

gangue. 

goblet 

: a drinking vessel, such as a glass, that has a stem and base 

: 사발 모양의 술잔 

Ex. Divide into 6 portions, putting each portion into a glass goblet. 

 
longing 

: a strong persistent yearning or desire, especially one that cannot be fulfilled 

: 열망, 갈망, 동경 

Ex. She was filled with longing to hear his voice again. 

granite 

: a light-colored coarse-grained acid plutonic igneous rock consisting of quartz, 

feldspars, and such ferromagnesian minerals as biotite or hornblende 

: 화강암 

Ex. The towers are made of steel cased in granite. 

photosynthesis 

: the synthesis of organic compounds from carbon dioxide and water using light 

energy absorbed by chlorophyⅡ 
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: 광합성 

Ex. These special compounds are produced only by plants, by the process of 

photosynthesis. 

forge 

: to form (metal) by heating in a forge and beating or hammering into shape 

: (쇠를) 단조하다 

Ex. It’s difficult to forge the coins. 

filigree 

: delicate and intricate ornamental work made from gold, silver, or other fine twisted 

wire 

: 금(은) 줄 세공 

Ex. They are things of beauty, the glass water bottle engraved with arabesque 

patterns, the tobacco burner encased in silver filigree. 

wither 

: to dry up or shrivel from or as if form loss of moisture 

: 시들다, 희미해지다 

Ex. The grass had withered in the warm sun. 

hewn 

: cut or shaped with hard blows of a heavy cutting instrument like an ax or chisel 

: 잘라낸, 베어서 대충 모양을 다듬은 

Ex. The statues were hewn out of solid rock. 

stalagmite 

: a cylindrical mass of calcium carbonate projecting upwards from the floor of a 

limestone cave 

: 석순 

Ex. We entered a cathedral-like chamber, studded with 6m stalagmites and 

stalactites. 

know-it-all 

: one who claims to know everything and rejects advice or information from others 

: 박식한 체 하는 사람 

본문) Sometimes it wasn’t so bad having a know-it-all for a twin brother. 

hound 

: a domestic dog of any of various breeds commonly used for hunting, 

characteristically having drooping ears, a short coat, and a deep resonant voice 

: 개 

Ex. The hounds were following the fox’s trail. 

drool 

: to let saliva run from the mouth 

: 군침을 흘리다 

Ex. The dog was drooling at the mouth. 

fawn 

: to exhibit affection or attempt to please, as a dog does by wagging its tail, 

whining, or cringing 

: (개가) 아양을 떨다 

본문) He needs no food, and he neither drools nor fawns. 

nudge 

: to push against gently 

: ~을 팔꿈치로 쿡쿡 찌르다 

Ex. She nudged me out of the way. 

coffin 

: an oblong box in which a corpse is buried 

: 관 

Ex. The body was sealed in a lead coffin. 

 
ornate 

: flashy, showy, or florid in style or manner 

: 꾸민, 화려하게 장식한 

Ex. There are a lot of ornately carved chairs. 

braid 
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: a braided segment or length, as of hair, fabric, or fiber 

: 끈, 납작한 끈 

Ex. She wears her hair in braid. 

 
waxy 

: pale 

: 밀랍 같은, 창백한 

Ex. She looks waxy. 

circlet 

: a small circle, especially a circular ornament 

: 작은 원, 고리 장식품 

Ex. She takes the gold circlet off her head. 

rouge 

: to color or prettify as if with a facial cosmetic 

: 붉게 하다, 연지를 바르다 

본문) Her lips and cheeks were rouged as red as a doll’s. 

doom 

: to condemn to ruination or death 

: ~할 운명이다 

Ex. The plan was doomed to failure. 

curse 

: an appeal or prayer for evil or misfortune to befall someone or something 

: 저주 

Ex. She cursed he bad luck. 

twinge 

: a mental or emotional pain 

: (양심의) 가책, 후회 

Ex. He felt a twinge of regret. 

ruthless 

: having no compassion or pity 

: 무자비한, 잔인한 

Ex. They are wily and ruthless with bloodlust. 

quash 

: to put down or suppress forcibly and completely 

: (폭동 따위)를 가라앉히다, 진압하다 

Ex. The rumors were quickly quashed 

worn-out 

: thoroughly exhausted 

: 지친, 녹초가 된 

본문) He felt tired and worn-out, small and pathetic. 

 

CHAPTER 5 

heap 

: a pile of them, especially a pile arranged in a rather untidy way 

: 많음, 다량 (a ~ of.., 또는 ~s of …) 

Ex. I have a heap of work to do. 

malice 

: behavior that is intended to harm people 

: 악의, 살의 

Ex. I don’t bear any malice towards you. 

troop 

: to move or march as if in a crowd. 

: 무리를 지어 걷다 

Ex. The children trooped into the room. 

fondly 

: in a way that shows great affection 

: 다정하게 

본문) He grinned at them fondly. 

squint 
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: to look or glance sideways 

: 곁눈질하다 

본문) The dwarf squinted. 

turnip 

: the white root of a yellow-flowered plant. 

: 순무 

본문) I’ll bring you a mash of spiders and turnips. 

 
sturdy 

: solid in person 

: 힘센, 튼튼한 

Ex. The old man still remains sturdy. 

seam 

: which is formed by sewing two edges (esp. of skin) together 

: 붙인 곳, 접합한 곳 

Ex. Water is flowing out from seams of bathtub. 

loot 

: stolen money or goods 

: 전리품, 약탈품 

Ex. The thieves got away with the loot. 

haul 

: to pull or draw something heavy 

: 끌어당기다 

본문) Jared hauled him onto the top. 

giddy 

: happy or excited 

: 들떠있는 

본문) Jared smiled, giddy at the success of their plan. 

candelabrum 

: a candle holder 

: 가지가 달린 촛대 

Ex. He was presented with table silver and a candelabrum by grateful colonists. 

 
hematite 

: the mineral form of Iron(III) oxide (Fe2O3) 

: 적철광 

Ex. Hematite has the same crystal structure as ilmenite and as corundum. 

 
topple 

: overthrow something 

: 넘어뜨리다 

Ex. The massed crowds toppled the statue of the former dictator. 

unlatch 

: to unfasten or open by releasing the latch 

: 빗장(걸쇠)을 풀다 

Ex. The prisoners unlatched the gate and went through into the street. 
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limp 

: not firm or stiff 

: 기운이 없는 

Ex. Mary went limp and crumpled in the chair. 

flop 

: To fall heavily, because lacking energy 

: [털썩]쓰러지다 

Ex. He flopped down in front of the television as he was exhausted from work. 

 

CHAPTER 6 

Dim 

:dim place is rather dark because of little light. 

:어둑한 

Ex. The room was dim and cold. 

Frenzied 

:frenzied activities or actions are wild, uncontrolled. 

:광분한 

Ex. She was really frenzied. 

Stalagmite 

:a stalagmite is a long piece of rock which sticks up from the floor of a cave. 

:석순 

Ex. We saw stalagmites. 

Slither 

:if you slither somewhere, you slide along in an uneven way. 

:매끄럽게 스르르 나아가다(기어가다). 

Ex. The snake slithered away as we approached. 

Fissure 

:a fissure is a deep crack in something, especially in rock or in the ground. 

:지면의 길게 갈라진 틈. 

Ex: They consist of a fissure in the earth's crust above which a cone of volcanic 

material has accumulated. 

Emphasize 

:to emphasize something means to indicate that it is particularly important or true. 

:강조하다. 

Ex. She emphasized that their plan would mean sacrifices and hard work. 

Quiver 

:if something quivers, it shakes with very small movements. 

:가볍게 떨다. 

Ex. Her lip quivered and then she started to cry. 

Clang 

:when a large metal object clangs, it makes a loud noise. 

:쨍그랑하는 소리를 내다. 

Ex. Bells were clanging in the tower. 

Clamor 

:a clamor is any loud and continued noise. 

:군중들의 시끄러운 외침. 

Ex. The residents are clamoring against the dumping of chemical waste near their 

house. 

 

CHAPTER 7 

shrug 

: If you shrug, you raise your shoulders to show that you are not interested in 

something or that you do not know or care about something.  

: 어깨를 으쓱하다 

ex. He shrugged off the criticism. 

quarry 

: A quarry is an area that is dug out from a piece of land or the side of a mountain 

in order to get stone or minerals. 

: 채석장, 돌산 

ex. Three miles away there was a salvo of blasting in the quarry. 

kneel 

: When you kneel, you bend your legs so that your knees are touching the ground. 

: 무릎 꿇다, 무릎을 구부리다 

ex. Conti kneeled and crossed himself piously. 

horde 
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: If you describe a crowd of people as a horde, you mean that the crowd is very 

large and excited and, often, rather frightening or unpleasant.  

: 유목민의 무리, 약탈자의 무리 

ex. She dresses down in baggy clothes to avoid hordes of admirers. 

skitter 

: If something skitters, it moves about very lightly and quickly. 

: 경쾌하게 나아가다, 수면을 스쳐 날다 

ex. The rats skittered around them in the drains and under the floorboards. 

gnash 

: If you say that someone is gnashing their teeth, you mean they are angry or 

frustrated about something. 

: 이를 갈다, 이를 악물다 

ex. If you couldn't attend either of the concerts and are currently gnashing your 

teeth at having missed out, don't despair.  

sniff 

: When you sniff, you brethe in air through your nose hard enough to make a sound, 

for example when you are trying not to cry, or in order to show disapproval. 

: 코를 킁킁거리다, 냄새를 맡다, 훌쩍거리다, 콧방귀를 뀌다 

ex. She sniffed at it suspiciously.  

tattered 

: If something such as clothing or a book is tattered, it is damaged or torn, 

especially because it has been used a lot over a long period of time. 

: 해진, 누더기를 두른 

ex. He fled wearing only a sarong and a tattered shirt. 

courtier 

: Courtiers were noblemen and women who spend a lot of time at the court of a 

king or queen.  

: 조신, 정신, 알랑쇠 

ex. The courtier obeyed the king's orders in a complaisant manner. 

squint 

: If you squint at something, you look at it with your eyes partly closed.  

: 사팔눈의, 사시의, 곁눈질하는, 눈을 가늘게 뜨고 보는 

ex. He raised himself on his elbows, squinting into the sun. 

loom 

: If something looms over you, it appears as a large or unclear shape, often in a 

frightening way. 

: 어렴풋이 나타나다, 흐릿하게 보이다, 거대한것이 불쑥 나타나다 

ex. The bleak mountains that loomed out of the blackness and towered around us. 

sneer 

: If you sneer at someone or something, you express you contempt for them by the 

expression on your face or by what you say.  

: 비웃다, 냉소하다, 조소하다, 코웃음치다, 비꼬다 

ex. Arty sneered at the crowd of eager faces around him. 

swallow 

: If you swallow something, your cause it to go from your mouth down into your 

stomach. 

: 삼키다, 들이켜다, 싸다, 덮다, 가리다 

ex. Nancy swallowed hard and shook her head. 

throng 

: A throng is a large crowd of people 

: 군중, 다수, 사람의 떼, 많은 것의 집합, 가득참 

ex. An official pushed through the throng. 

dedication 

: A dedication is a message which is written at the beginning of a book, or a short 

announcement which is sometimes made before a play or piece of music is 

performed, as a sign of affection or respect for someone. 

: 바침, 봉헌, 봉납, 헌납, 기부, 헌신 

ex. Her dedication constantly astonishes me. 

claw 

: The claws of a bird or animal are the thin, hard, curved nails at the end of its feet. 

: 갈고리 발톱, 집게발, 발톱꼴의 것, 못뽑 

ex. They will eventually be able to claw back all or most of the debt.regime 

: If you refer to a government or system of running a country as a regime, you are 

critical of it because you think it is not democratic and uses unacceptable mothods. 

: 제도, 정체, 체제, 통치 방식, 통치 기간 

ex. The regime was the very incarnation of evil. 
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dupe 

: If a person dupes you, they trick you into doing something or into believing 

something which is not true. 

: 속이다, 심한 짓을 하다 

ex. We know some sex offenders dupe the psychologists who assess them. 

reign 

: When a king or queen reigns, he or she rules a country. 

: 치세, 왕대, 군림, 통치, 지배 

ex. Queen Victoria's reign. 
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